Chrome Enterprise Recommended Solution Overview with Doctor.com

Capture verified patient reviews in-office and automatically publish them to leading healthcare review sites.

Online reviews have now become a fixture in the patient journey. Today, 87.8% of patients will go online to read reviews about a provider they’ve been referred to. Providers can no longer stand on the strength of referrals alone. Having a strong online presence and reputation is absolutely necessary to acquire new patients and prevent referral leakage.

The Doctor.com ReviewHub™ is a one-of-a-kind, HIPAA-compliant Chrome OS device that takes advantage of the magic moment when a patient is still in the office and eager to provide high quality feedback. Every review captured on the ReviewHub™ is automatically published on the most trafficked consumer health sites like Healthgrades, Vitals, and Wellness - a network of more than 70 million patients.

Discover the benefits

Capture 8x more patient reviews with the Doctor.com ReviewHub™.

Reviews are collected on premise on secure Chrome devices from actual patients and must pass through Doctor.com’s approval before going live.

Chrome OS allows each device to be transformed into a ReviewHub™ that gives the patient a controlled and guided experience, with complete end-to-end security.

Additional admin tools enable seamless deployment at scale, making the ReviewHub an ideal solution for anyone from a small private practice to a large healthcare system.

Learn more at doctor.com/reviewhub